
Pure Fiji used Cart 
Storefront to expand 
its sustainable  
small business across 
the globe

Case Study

Cart Storefront

The company
Gaetane Austin founded Pure Fiji at her kitchen 
table in 1996 alongside her daughter and co-owner, 
Andree. With a mission to create locally sourced 
and sustainable products, they started a company 
that focused solely on cultivating award-winning 
soaps, which eventually expanded to include the 
manufacturing of lotions and oils. Pure Fiji now offers 
a full line of all-natural, eco-conscious bath and body 
care products.

The challenge
Pure Fiji was searching for a more robust ecommerce 
solution than its former vendor was providing, which 
included little in the way of out-of-the-box functionality. 
Pure Fiji wanted: 

• A new ecommerce partner to help expand  
 reach with greater international capability  
 (both geographically and in currency handling)

• Improve operational and technical efficiency

• Handle multiple storefronts

• Provide an overall greater partnership on the  
 ecommerce growth journey

Helped Pure Fiji easily migrate its system over 
to Cart.com

The solution
Cart Storefront provided Pure Fiji with a fully functional, end-to-end shopping experience with the fastest support 
response time of any of the options the brand explored. Their storefront revitalization:

Used Cart.com’s robust API to streamline and 
access multiple plug-ins that were necessary to 
handle invoicing with local governments

Expanded the brand’s reach with Cart.com’s  
multi-store features to target geographical areas 
and work directly with local distributors

Achieved a major operational improvement by 
using built-in logistical features, like centralized 
inventory management and product cataloging



The result
With this ecommerce platform overhaul, Pure Fiji became immediately more competitive and gained access to the 
resources to expand its international presence.

“Pure Fiji is considered a premium spa brand like Dermalogica 
and other large companies that may have hundreds of 
employees in their ecommerce department. What  
[Cart.com] has allowed us to do is compete at a 
similar level as some of these huge brands.”

-Jan Dunlop 
Webmaster for Pure Fiji

The numbers

2X 
revenue growth in 
the New Zealand 

market

35% 
revenue growth 
in the Australian 

market

84%
overall revenue growth 

since implementing 
multi-store

Despite Pure Fiji’s small stature as a company on a global level, Cart.com gave 
the team a more level playing field.

Build the ultimate end-to-end shopping 
experience with Cart Storefront.

Learn
more

https://www.cart.com/storefront/online-store

